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Note this deception. The 'balance' of the proceeds of
the house were with Watts McCray and they tried to
get me to sign for this 20k to claim I agreed

Note the deception. There was NO money left with the agent. This sentence is a blatant lie

And here is his signature over his seal for his
'order' which makes him liable for a 'bill' for his
'order'. These orders are like the order you
place at McDonalds when you ask for a
burger. They are NOT like the orders you get
when you join the army.

Please note. I had to place notes on this page as I ran out of room at the bottom of the document.
These are notes 1, 2 and 3 which are referred to below.
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In particular he refused, TWICE, to answer the question as to whether he was acting under oath. A magistrate sitting under oath is lawfully OBLIGED to identify himself and his oath
when asked by a sovereign. David was committed the crime of impersonating a peace officer and impersonating a public officer. Public office is ONLY held under oath. And David
In
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should thrown this man into the street and tar and feather him before dragging him into a court to be tried for treason for making statements like this.

"He mouthed inanities about "preservation of inalienable rights"." Yes. You read that correctly. He means YOUR right to life, liberty and enjoyment of your
"His behaviour and demeanour it appeared was intended to be provoative of both the mothers legal representative and the court itselt."
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is something that can be provoked. It can't. It is another bad lie from a scumbag criminal who makes his living by lying to people and deceiving them.
You should not forget this.

"His behaviour and demeanour it appeared was intended to be provoative of both the mothers legal representative and the court itselt."
"He began to be personally disrespectful of the court." Another lie. One can not be dis-respectful of a piece of paper. And the video evidence shows clearly I was 'respectful' at all
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disrespectful! LOL!! Oh...and please do not miss the video evidence where I asked him to call me Peter and he continually acting to his MASTER in a desrespectful way by calling
me by the name of a fictitious corporation that I am the primary creditor and secured party for. David insulted me and was disrespectful of me every time he called me MR. NOLAN.
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court room. So David is lying again saying I did this in provocation. I did it because I have a right to do it that he knew well about. I was exercising a right. Therefore it is a lie to call
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somehow disrespectful! LOL!! Oh...and please do not miss the video evidence where I asked him to call me Peter and he continually acting to his MASTER in a
desrespectful way by calling me by the name of a fictitious corporation that I am the primary creditor and secured party for. David insulted me and was
disrespectful of me every time he called me MR. NOLAN.
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the court as long as David agreed to my inalienable rights, in particular my right to my property, in tact. He refuses to accept this offer and agree to discuss this matter under
common law jurisdiction and then tries to lie to you, dear reader, and convince you that I had some sort of OBLIGATION to waive my rights so I could be 'cross examined'. Lying
criminal scumbag.
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on our second house to improve the value of the house as well as paid for $A150K or renovation done by a builder.

waive my rights so I could be 'cross examined'. Lying criminal scumbag.

I also rose to top three in Australia in my profession and then have gone on to be in the top 20 in the world in what I do. All while Jennifer worked only 2 years of an 28 year
Note 3. If you do ALL THIS. Scumbag criminals like David Dunkley will say that is worth 2% points at the divorce. You should NOT forget this! EVER.
marriage.

Men? You want to get something very clear. I paid the bulk of and raised Jennifers who children from her previous marriage as my own as much as was possible.
I also rennovated our first house to get our second house. That was 'weekend work' for the bulk of 5 years while Jennifer sat on her fat arse and refused to help. I
also did considerable rennovations on our second house to improve the value of the house as well as paid for $A150K or renovation done by a builder.
I also rose to top three in Australia in my profession and then have gone on to be in the top 20 in the world in what I do. All while Jennifer worked only 2 years of
an 28 year marriage. If you do ALL THIS. Scumbag criminals like David Dunkley will say that is worth 2% points at the divorce. You should NOT forget this! EVER.

Note that David was in possession of relevant materials.

Notice David says 'barrage of email communication'. None of which were responded to. It is not only clear I could
have filed documents, it is clear from the video footage and the transcript that I held such documents in my hand
and offered them as long as my inalienable rights remained in tact. Further. Paul LeLarge told me before the
meeting that he had passed along my documents. Therefore David Dunkley had full possession of ALL relevant
documentation. He was merely playing the 'pantomime' that documents were not delivered how THEIR rules say
they need to be delivered. But we were not operating under THEIR rules, we were operating under common law.

An act of criminal theft.

This is a blatant lie as my NOUICOR, the video and transcript show that I denied Jurisdiction of the 'court'.

Another blatant lie. Indeed I prepared much documentation and contracts to claim my property back.

See note 1 below. Too much to type here.

See Note 2 below. Too much to type here.

The amount was $A25,000 and it was loaned to ME and I gave MY word to pay it back.

It was $A30,000 and it was used as the 'float' when we moved to ireland. More lies from Jennifer.

The email from the bank clearly states this was an error of the bank. More lies from Jennifer.

Note that the lying criminal David Dunkley refused to accept the agreement that I
'board his ship' and therefore he refused the opportunity to present rebuttals and
refused the opportunity to cross examine. He would have you believe that I waived
this right. I didn't. All that happens on the video is a 'pantomime' and it is pretty
clear that is what it is.

As the video shows, I made many offers to 'board the ship'
.This is one more written liar by the lying criminal scumbag
calling himself David Dunkley.

There are THEIR rules which do not apply to me. My property is held under common law

Lying again David says I engaged in deliberate non-disclosure when I stood in
his courtroom with documents to give him. Documents Paul LeLarge, the court
registrar says he gave to David. Not the subtle slander. Calling Jennifer the
'innocent' party when she is a criminal and thereby making me the 'guilty' party
whom had committed no crimes. This is what goes on in YOUR courts. Are
you going to tolerate this? If so? You are a slave and you deserve your
slavery.

Another lie from Jennifer. Our household contents contains some antique furniture as well as a very expensive
dining table and chars. The worth of these is at least $A25,000 but likely a bit more.

Note the add back of the EUR10K when criminal Sarah Bevan was in possession of the statement from
the bank that the money had been passed to a joint account. Also, note that the money was applied
directly to family expenses. This is what you can expect from your wife, her lawyer and a magistrate. All
criminals.

Another lie in writing. David refused to agree to me boarding his ship and then tries to turn that into 'wilful nondisclosure'. It's a joke. And the video shows what a joke lies like these are. Go ahead. Watch it. And you will see
just exactly how much he is lying in this document.

See Note 3. Below. Too much to write here.

Jennifer refused DNA testing of the children, a pre-requisite for child support. David lies by omission. Scumbag.

Note that the order clearly reads that the split will be 70/30 based on nothing more than lies by Jennifer. BUT,
remember, what was ACTUALLY DONE was that the split was 5% to me and 95% to Jennifer. And no man
here should forget that was done by a very obvious deception. It is right at the top and clearly marked.

This $A98,000 has NEVER been forthcoming. It went to Jennifer I assume.

I had not received any 'added back funds'. Another lie as far as I can tell.

Telling endless lies and giving 95% of the proceeds of a mans 26 years of labour is what this
scumbag crimal calls 'respect to justice and equity'. And don't you forget it.

